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Mission

UPF and its global network of Ambassadors for Peace affirm
and apply universal, spiritual values to the task of resolving
conflict and reconciling the divided human family.

CORE VALUES
•
•
•
•
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Peacebuilding
through
Interdependence
Mutual Prosperity
and
Universal Values

and

We are one human family created by God.
The highest achievements of men and women are
rooted in spiritual and moral development.
The family is the “school of love and peace.”
Peace comes through dialogue, cooperation, and
principled action.
Service to others is the foundation of a good society.

Rev. Dr. Sun Myung Moon and Dr. Hak Ja Han Moon
Founders, UPF International

21ST CENTURY PEACEBUILDING
International Leadership Conferences, symposia, and peace
councils offer opportunities for capacity-building among
leaders from all sectors. Peace and security considerations
are complemented by “track two” diplomacy and grassroots programs that build support for a culture of peace.

World Summit 2019. Seoul, Korea, February 8, 2019

World Summit Series

INTERDEPENDENCE, MUTUAL
PROSPERITY AND UNIVERSAL VALUES

UPF’s World Summit series convenes experts and leaders from
all sectors to address critical problems such as climate change,
conflict, displaced populations, corruption and crime, working
collaboratively for the sake of peace and human development,
interdependence, and mutual prosperity.

LEADERSHIP AND
GOOD GOVERNANCE
AWARDS

Leaders in government
and religion who exemplify
the highest ideals of good
governance—accountability,
respect for human dignity,
honesty, and service—are
honored with UPF’s Leadership and Good Governance Award.

International Summit
Council for Peace

ISCP is an international network of
current and former heads of state and
government, who, through dialogue
and collaboration, explore solutions
and offer recommendations to address
the world’s critical problems, including
climate change and environmental issues,
conflicts, poverty, war, corruption and
family breakdown.

International Media
Association for Peace

IMAP is an association
of media professionals.
The IMAP is a global
network of media who
work together for the
achievement of a world
of lasting and sustainable
peace.

International Association of
Parliamentarians for Peace

In IAPP parliamentarians from around
the world offer their insight on the
value of increased cooperation and
collaboration in the search for innovative
solutions to some of the critical issues
that we face on the local, national,
regional and global levels, from climate
change to the rise of extremist ideologies
to humanitarian disasters and conflict.

International Association for
Peace & Economic Development

Business leaders have the opportunity and
responsibility to work in collaboration with
other sectors of society to make the world a
better place, addressing its most significant
challenges, and promoting world peace, longterm mutual prosperity and truly sustainable
development. IAED believes we are all truly
connected and that a prosperous, peaceful
world must be based upon a moral core of universal values.

Interreligious Association
for Peace and Development

In IAPD, due to their moral
authority and emphasis on human
rights based on the principle that
we are one family created by
God, religious leaders can help
rebuild divided societies and assist
in humanitarian services for the
alleviation of hunger, disease and trauma due to natural and
man-made disasters.

International Association
of Academicians for Peace

IAAP represents a new global interdisciplinary academic initiative
aimed at contributing to the realization of a world of lasting peace
by building a professional
network for academicians
to foster a world of peace
based on the ideals of
interdependence, mutual
prosperity and universal
values.

Special Projects
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religion/ literature
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World Scripture and the
teachingS of Sun Myung Moon
project director
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“The deep problem is that people use religion wrongly in pursuit of victory and triumph. For this
reason Rev. Moon’s call for peace through religion is something of great nuance and profundity.”
—Abdurrahman Wahid, President of Indonesia (1999-2001)

Vol. 32, No. 1 & 2 • 2018

“Was there ever a time when God could rejoice with human beings as their True Father and
True Mother, enjoying the natural bonds of parent and child? Has God enjoyed even a year of
comfort with His children, knowing that what He created was good? The answer is no; God has
not enjoyed it even for one hour. And has anyone been able to comfort God in this pain? No,
because no one has known the reason for the unbridgeable gap that has separated God from
humankind for tens of thousands of years. No one has known why God and humanity are in such
a tragic circumstance.”

Vol. 32, No. 1 & 2 • 2018

World Scripture and the
teachingS of Sun Myung Moon

dr. andrew Wilson

Issue Theme:

Voices for Peace
info@upf.org
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UPF established the Sunhak Peace Prize Foundation to
promote the vision of the Sunhak Peace Prize, which honors
distinguished individuals and organizations that have dedicated
themselves to living for the sake of others and for the sake of
future generations.

OFFICE OF MARRIAGE AND FAMILY

Marriage, parenting, and the family are the foundations of
sustainable human development and the building blocks of
society. Educational programs present the personal and social
benefits of marriage, promote a marriage-friendly culture, teach
relationship skills, and encourage spiritual growth through
relationships.

PEACE ROAD

UPF partners with the World Peace Road Foundation on
a global level to promote the vision for a “peace road”
that brings the world together through a global system of
highways, railways, bridges, and tunnels, helping create an
interdependent, interconnected, and harmonious world.

ILC SERIES

Since its inception, UPF has sponsored
a series of International Leadership
Conferences aimed at addressing
the critical challenges of our time.
Participants of all national, religious,
cultural, and ethnic backgrounds
have participated and benefited from
this series over the years.

UPF TODAY
Innovative Approaches to Peace

and the

teachingS
of

Sun Myung
Moon

—Rev. Dr. Sun Myung Moon, Founder, UPF
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AFRICA
SUMMIT 2018
WORLD SUMMIT 2017

INTERRELIGIOUS CONFERENCE

IAPP PROGRAMS
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Scripture

univerSal peace Federation

200 White plains road
tarrytown, nY 10591 uSa
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World

editor

dr. thomas Walsh

A Journal of the UNIVERSAL PEACE FEDERATION

World Scripture and the Teachings of Sun Myung Moon builds on the foundation of World Scripture:
A Comparative Anthology of Sacred Texts (1991). that volume was a pioneering work in the annals
of religious literature. never before were the scriptures of the world’s religions examined so
systematically to illuminate their universal teachings and highlight their common ground.
the rev. dr. Sun Myung Moon commissioned World Scripture based upon the firm conviction
that religions have a key role to play in building a world of lasting peace in the twenty-first
century. the present volume, the second in the World Scripture series, brings together sacred
texts with selections from the reverend Moon’s teachings. it is no exaggeration to say that his
teachings thoroughly cover the multitude of topics espoused by the world’s religions. often he
affirms a particular religion’s doctrine and demonstrates its application in the contemporary
world. occasionally he takes issue with a doctrine and offers a different explanation. and not
infrequently, he takes a traditional religious concept and raises it to a higher dimension.
For the many people who have come to know and respect rev. Moon for his interreligious
work and his efforts for world peace, these pages offer a doorway into his thought. For those who
are already well acquainted with rev. Moon’s teachings, these pages reveal the rich connections
between his thought and the heritage of the world’s religions.
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